MIT Icemen In Action Against Norwich; A Spirited Squad in Tonight's Opener

A highly spirited but somewhat undrammatized MIT hockey team takes the ice for the first time this Friday night facing Norwich on the ice. Led by outstanding defensemen, Captains Paul Ekberg '58, the pucksters will play their first few games with only two regulars, Ekberg and center George Pursglove '59, injured in an automobile accident.

Once again, Tech has been handicapped by lack of ice in the early season, and since offensive points require more practice, MIT will have to rely on a defensive game with Ekberg, defensemen Roger Stowell '58, and goalie Darjeorge '58 carrying most of the load. On the first line will be Packingham, Ed Sullivan '58, and Jon Weisbuck '59. Backing them up will probably be Larry Turner '59, Bill Johns '58, and Charlie Blane '59. Others who'll be seen action are Drew Borg '58, George Kirk '59, Dale Ever '59, Bill Bost '59, Bob Stein '59, Charlie Kelly '58, and Sid Altman '59.

Bolster Swim Hopes

Returning lettermen and several promising prospects from last season's freshman squad give the current Beaver team outstanding individuals as well as vital- ness needed depth.
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